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Site  Summary 

The ATLAS Great Lake Tier-2 (AGLT2) is a distributed LHC Tier-2 

for ATLAS spanning between UM/Ann Arbor and MSU/East 

Lansing.  Roughly 50% of storage and compute at each site 

5331 single core job slots 

10 dedicated eight-core (multi-core) job slots 

233 Tier-3 job slots usable by Tier-2  

Average 9.03 HS06/slot 

3.5 Petabytes of storage 

Most Tier-2 services virtualized in VMware 

10Gb redundant ring for inter-site connectivity, lots of 10Gb 

internal ports and 12 x 40Gb ports 

High capacity storage systems have 2 x 10Gb bonded links 

40Gb link between Tier-2 and Tier-3 physical locations 
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Custom Site Summary Monitoring 

AGLT2 uses a custom 
page to  summarize  
status  shown here 
 
Each node is  colored  
in 4 bins (dark-green is  
“good”) 
 
Clicking  drills-down  to 
Ganglia or custom 
graphs 
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New  Monitoring  using  OMD 

AGLT2 has  started  using  a  new monitoring  system to track  
the status  of  various  services:    OMD  (Open  Monitoring  
Distribution) 
 
OMD  (see  http://omdistro.org/start )  bundles Nagios 
variants  (Nagios, Shinken, Icinga)  and  common tools 
(Check_MK,  Nagvis,  Thruk,  PNP4Nagios) into  a  single  
distribution preconfigured to  work  with  one  another.     

Easy  to  deploy (one  RPM) 
Straightforward  to  configure 
Automates  finding services  and  setting  up  graphs 
 

Next  few  pages  show  an  example  from  AGLT2’s  UM  site…. 
 

 

http://omdistro.org/start
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OMD Check_MK Hostgroup Example 

Summary 

Clickable 
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OMD/Check_MK Host  Details 

Host  services can  be  auto-discovered via  check_mk_agent  or  snmp    
Corresponding  graphs  auto-created.      CMK  supports more than  500  services (‘cmk  -L’) 
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Check_MK “hover”  example 

Hovering  over  graph icon gives  preview,   clicking  drills down  to  graph page. 
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AGLT2 Replaced  PHP-Syslog-NG 

AGLT2 had  been  using  a  central  syslog-ng host  and making  the  
data  searchable  via  php-syslog-ng.    
 
As  we migrated  to  SL6  from  SL5  on  our  servers  we  felt  it  was 
time  to  update  to  something  new  and  better  supported. 
 
At  the  last  HEPiX  we  saw  sites  using  Logstash,  Elasticsearch,  
Kibana and  decided  to  try  it  out. 
 
Initially had  some  issues  related  to  installing  a  release-candidate 
and  not  having  proper  cleanup  in place. 

curl –XDELETE http://localhost:9200/<path_to_shards> 
This runs over  selected locations daily, deleting  files  from 1  
week  before  
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Example  Kibana Page for AGLT2 
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Highlight  ERROR  and  above 
Predefined  views can  
be  configured  to  
focus  on  specifics. 
 
This  example  shows  
all  ERROR  and above  
criticality  events  
being  recorded  in 
our  central  syslog 
server. 
 
All our  switches,  
worker-nodes,  
servers  and  
infrastructure  
components  that  
can  syslog send  to  
our server 



Provisioning with Cobbler 
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AGLT2 Provisioning 
AGLT2 uses a Cobbler server configuration managed by CFEngine 

and duplicated at both sites for building service nodes (excepting 

site-specific network/host info) 
Created flexible default kickstart template with Cobbler’s template language 

(Cheetah) to install a variety of “profiles” as selected when adding system to 

Cobbler (server, cluster-compute, desktop, etc). 

Simple PXE based installation from network 

Cobbler handles (with included post-install scripts) creating bonded NIC 

configurations – used to deal with those manually 

Cobbler manages mirroring of OS and extra repositories 

Kickstart setup is kept minimal and most configuration done by 

CFEngine on first boot 

Dell machines get BIOS and Firmware updates in post-install using 

utils/packages from Dell yum repositories  

Longer term we plan to replace Rocks with Cobbler for all compute 

nodes 



Complete transition to CFEngine 3 
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CFEngine 3  at  AGLT2 
 

• All systems are configured by CFEngine 3.  MSU and UM sites 
have identically configured policy servers and policy.   
– Any client can contact either policy host for updates 

• Developed workflow which easily allows any person to work on 
their own SVN branch and export it for testing from policy 
servers. 

• CFEngine policy updates some system firmware in background – 
in particular RAC and Dell Lifecycle Controller which can cause 
other updates to fail validation if outdated. 

– These components require no manual intervention/reboot 

• Once upon a time (3.0.x) there were bugs in iteration with array 
datatypes that stood in the way of many efficient approaches to 
policy code.  Those are resolved in > 3.1(we use current release 
3.5.3). 
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MCORE  at  AGLT2 
• AGLT2  has  supported MCORE  jobs 

for  many  months now 

• Condor configured for two MCORE 
job types 
– Static slots (10 total, 8 cores each) 

– Dynamic slots (up to 230 of 8 cores 
each) 

• Requirements statements added by 
the “condor_submit” script 
– Depends on count of queued MP8 jobs 

• Result is instant access for a small 
number with gradual release of 
cores for more with time. 

Full details  at  https://www.aglt2.org/wiki/bin/view/AGLT2/MCoreSetup  

QUEUED 

RUNNING 

https://www.aglt2.org/wiki/bin/view/AGLT2/MCoreSetup
https://www.aglt2.org/wiki/bin/view/AGLT2/MCoreSetup
https://www.aglt2.org/wiki/bin/view/AGLT2/MCoreSetup


AFS on Linux ZFS 
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Experience  with  AFS  on  ZFS 
At AGLT2 we run our own AFS cell atlas.umich.edu 
Once we invested in VMware we migrated our AFS services there 

The three file servers at UM were virtualized and the /vicepX partitions were 

moved on iSCSI locations (still using ext3) 

Once ZFS on Linux was available we migrated to it for our AFS /vicepX storage: 

compression, snapshots and data integrity were primary motivations 

Compression provides factor of 1.4 increase in space depending on partition 

‘zfs get “all” zfs/vicepg | grep compressratio’ 

One issue: snapshots “steal” filesystem space! Have had “full” partitions a few 

times requiring us to manually fix.  Just need to tune snapshots and balance space 

Check space used via ‘zfs list –t snapshot’ 

 

Have recently hit an intermittent  issue with ‘vos  release’  in  this setup 
OpenAFS  1.6.5.1-148 and  ZFS 0.6.2 on SL  6.5 

AFS  is using  DAFS  (demand-attached  file server) mode 

When ‘vos release’  fails a  forced salvage “fixes”  things 

Need  to better document the  problem and  report it on the  OpenAFS  list 

New  1.6.6+  AFS might  help…  



Virtualization Status 
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Virtualization at AGLT2 

Most Tier-2 services on VMware (now vSphere 5.5) 

UM uses iSCSI storage backends 
Dell MD3600i, MD3000i and SUN NAS 7410 

vSphere manages virtual disk allocation between units and RAID volumes 

based on various volume performance capabilities and VM demand 

MSU runs on DAS – Dell MD3200 

Working on site resiliency details 
vSphere and storage operational at MSU 

Multisite SSO operational between sites (SSO at either site manages both 

sites)  

Have enabled vSphere Replication for critical servers 

Working on details of overall site resilient configuration, how to move 

services and inform upstream (or do transparently) 
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vSphere Web Client 
SSO can be made using either site’s local vCenter web interface 

 Working  well  for  most VM / Datastore  management  tasks. 
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Site Resiliency Using VMware 

Our goal is to have MSU capable of bringing up Tier-2 

service VMs within 1 day of loss of UM site 
MSU is operating site-specific Tier-2 VMs (dcache doors, xrootd, 

cobbler) on vSphere 

VMware Replication Appliance is used to perform daily 

replications of critical UM VMs to MSU’s site 

VMware Replication Appliance does not currently support 

automatic failover/failback 
To failover, VMs will be need to be started and network and VM 

configuration will need to be modified manually. 

If outage is long, VMs may need to failback to UM, which also 

requires manual intervention. 
 



Networking Upgrade 
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AGLT2 Network Upgrade 

AGLT2 is in the process of 

upgrading our LAN/WAN 

U Michigan has a new 100G 

connection to Chicago (funded by 

NSF CC-NIE) 

 

Tier-2 used  

 project funds to  

 purchase Juniper  

 EX9208 routers at  

 UM/MSU 

Deploying 2x40G  

  over the next month or 

  two.  Will have 2x40G + 2x10G 

  to the WAN once complete 
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AGLT2 Net-upgrade Details 

This  week 

Next week? 

EX9208  at  
MSU config’ed 
this  week 
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Software-Defined Storage Research 
NSF proposal 
submitted 
involving campus 
and our Tier-2 
 
Exploring  Ceph 
for future  
software-defined 
storage 
 
Goal is  
centralized 
storage that 
supports in place 
access from CPUs  
across campus 

Intends  to  leverage  Dell  “dense” storage  MD3xxx (12 Gbps SAS) in JBOD mode 
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Summary 
 

• New monitoring is helping us more easily find/fix  issues 

• CFEngine 3 in place and SL6 transition is basically  
complete 

• Virtualization tools  working  well and  we are close  to  
meeting our  site  resiliency  goals 

• Network  upgrade  to  2x40G  is  nearing  completion 

• FUTURE:  OpenStack, Condor/OS tweaks (See Brian 
Bockelman’s talk later today) 
 

 

Questions  ? 


